Committee Members:
   H.J. Siegel, T. McCune, D. Dean, L. Troup, R. Kwok, J. Switzer, P. Seel, M. Stroub

1) Poster contest SP08
   a) LCS, 4/7/08 (Van Tilborg lecture)
   b) Stroub to contact Chem. Engr. for easels

2) Computing Resources
   a) VPR wants to enhance computing facilities at CSU
   b) NCAR is upgrading their computer and wanted investors
      i) P. Burns to recommend “no” to participating
   c) Mines also looking for investors for a new computer
      i) Evaluation ongoing for this possibility
   d) Ricky, HJ, and Pat will coordinate survey of CSU needs
      i) Where can CSU utilize newer technology for research?

3) CSU IS&T brochure
   a) Draft completed and took comments from committee for revisions and edits

4) People – Animals – Robots (PAR)
   a) Have met with various faculty and RAC for input on new research area

Next meeting 12/3/07